Let us introduce ourselves

The Inter.link Way
Our Bene ts
• Self-service portal
• 100% Uptime
• Automated Provisioning
• Transparent Pricing
• White label-reselling
• Sustainable & CO2 Neutral
• Reliability and quality
• Trust and equality

It’s time to shake-up and disrupt the
network industry. We’re starting by
building our own international
backbone with over 50+ Points of
Presences (PoPs) linking most continents
by the end of 2022.
Next, we’re making it easier than ever
to connect to our services by o ering
real-time provisioning via API or our
self-service portal. With fast-scaling
deployments, customers can access our
network with unprecedented ease.
Our 100% uptime guarantee is
designed to provide you with peace of
mind and security. Another key part of
our mission is providing sustainable
network services with close to zero
CO2 emissions. This means you get
the service you expect without having
to sacri ce anything.
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With the newest, merchant-siliconbased networking technology, Inter.link
ful ls every bandwidth demand up to
multiples of 400 Gbps.

Our Products
•

IP-Transit and IP-Access at Data
Centers and O ces

•

Transparent Layer2 and Layer3
transport, Point to Point or
Multipoint

•

Cloud Connect to SysEleven,
Amazon, Google, Azure, and
more!

•

Remote Peering at well-known
Internet Exchanges (AMS-IX,
DE-CIX, and more)

•

DDoS Detection and Mitigation
with redundant Scrubbing
Centers
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Network
We are expanding our network
throughout 2022 and plan on linking
up over 50 new locations, with even
more in the works for 2023.
You can get connected to the internet
using our metro ber network directly
to your location or o ce (FTTH)
Europe-wide, and soon World-wide!
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Each location will be interconnected
with 100G and 400G wavelengths
depending on the region and demand.

Pricing
We have transparent pricing which is based on regions. Di erent pricing applies in
each region and services can be pooled both inside the region (same price) or
across regions (di erent prices)
Region

Countries

Europe

All PoPs

US/Canada

All PoPs

South America

Individual

Middle East

Dubai

Asia

Hong Kong Singapore, Tokyo

Oceania

Sydney
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From Europe to the
World

SYD

100% Availability

The Inter.link Backbone
There’s a new ASN in town with all the
right connections.

Linking Everything Together

We have a wide range of options to t
your needs. Whether it’s 100 Mbps,
10 Gbps, or 100 Gbps up and down,
we’ve got your covered. Thanks to our
backbone, we can provide as much
symmetrical bandwidth as you need.

The Inter.link backbone has more than
5 Tbps external bandwidth and is
connected to the most important
European Internet Exchanges (DECIX,
AMS-IX, BCIX, and SwissIX).
Additionally, we have Peerings with
hundreds of networks - including
private interconnects with DTAG,
Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and many
more.

Our peering partners

Guaranteed Availability

High-Speed Internet Access with
over 10 Gbps
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We’ve built a robust network designed
to meet the highest demands possible.
We’re so con dent that we provide a
100% availability guarantee and
provide compensation according to our
SLA (see Inter.link).

We look forward to building a longlasting relationship with our partners
based on trust. Our support team is
available 24/7 to provide assistance
and seamless monitoring.
Quick and Reliable
Your time is important, so we ensure a
short provisioning time for our products
with a high quality connection. We are
also continuing to expand our network
to connect our customers with where
they do business.

Inter.link IP-Transit
Designed for small to large ISPs, our IP-Transit o ers access to
hundreds of peerings, BGP FlowSpec, free basic DDoS protection,
and fast delivery. And we’re just getting started.
If you already have a public AS
number, IP-Transit is the right product to
get you connected to the internet. This
helps your data ow where it needs to
go with low latency.
Our network combines the best of both
worlds. A worldwide network to rival
most Tier 1 providers and hundreds of
Tier 2 peerings means no compromises
needed. Don’t believe us, try us
out for a trial and see for
yourself.
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Additionally, we o er BDP communities
for tra c engineering, support for BGP
FlowSpec, and DDoS protection.
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Product Portfolio

Getting Started and Billing
Our goal is to get you connected to our
services quickly and transparently. You
can use our API or self-service portal to
design a customized solution that ts
your needs.
• Billing per 95 / 5 percentile or
atrate
• Aggregated billing over multiple
ports possible

BGP FlowSpec
DDoS attacks can cripple a network,
and take up extensive time and
resources. So, it makes sense to be
proactive and not just reactive. Using
FlowSpec, on a separate BGP session,
our customers can announce FlowSpec
lter rules that will be installed on our
network.
Using this approach, easy and
customer-controlled ltering can help
mitigate a DDoS attack before it
reaches the customer’s network.

Bene ts
• Internet Access without BGP
Session
• IPv4 / 31 and IPv6 / 127 transfer
networks by default

„Reliable, competent,
uncomplicated, cooperative
- this is how Dawico sees its
relationship with its

• IPv4 /29 and IPv6 / 64 on request

provider Inter.link. Amongst

• Includes basic DDoS protection
against volumetric attacks.

others Inter.link is used as

• Service delivery usually less than
48 hours with the Inter.link
CrossConnect

also deploys the immensely

an upstream provider and
important DDoS protection.
By using these products,

Our peering partners

Dawico gets the high
quality tra c it needs for its
customers.“

Want to nd out more?
Reach out to us: sales@inter.link
Visit us on the web: Inter.link
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Or call us: +49.30.577 03 74–10
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We also o er additional options to customize
your perfect network solution.

Inter.link IP-Access
A customizable, exible connectivity solution for businesses, legacy
installations, and campuses has arrived.

Inter.link o ers a high-quality, PanEuropean 100G/400G network with
outstanding connectivity to carriers,
content providers, and internet
exchanges.
Our network of hundreds of peerings,
helps to ensure that your data reaches
your customers with low latency. In
contrast to larger Tier 1 or Tier 2
providers without an extensive peering
network, we perform much better.
Still not convinced, sign-up for a
trial and see for yourself.
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Our self-service portal allows you to
customize your services based on your
unique needs. It also provides you with
the exibility to scale up/down to
respond quicker to your customer’s
needs.
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Product Portfolio

Bene ts
• Internet Access without BGP
Session
• IPv4 / 31 and IPv6 / 127 transfer
networks by default
• IPv4 /29 and IPv6 / 64 on request
• Includes basic DDoS protection
against volumetric attacks.
• Service delivery usually less than
48 hours with the Inter.link
CrossConnect
Billing
• Billing per 95 / 5 percentile or
atrate
• Aggregated billing over multiple
ports from the same region is
possible.

Option: Bring Your Own ASN
(BYOA)

Our peering partners

„By choosing Inter.link as

Managing internet infrastructure is no
easy task. If you nd yourself in the
situation where you have an AS
number and IP address space, then we
can help.
Our services allow you to use your own
IP address space under your ASN in
combination with our IP-Access
product.
Additionally, we can provide assistance
in setting up a RIR (RIPE) LIR
membership. So, let us help to get you
on the right track.

our network provider we
can optimise our
connectivity and
con dently focus on
providing high quality
Option: DDoS Filtering
Mitigation
Using our automated portal, customers
can announce lter rulers (similar to
FlowSpec) which they would like to
have installed in our network. This
allows easy and customer-controlled
ltering to mitigate a DDoS attack
before it reaches the customer’s
network.

Want to nd out more?
Reach out to us: sales@inter.link
Visit us on the web: Inter.link
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Or call us: +49.30.577 03 74–10
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We also o er additional options to customize
your perfect network solution.

digital experiences to our
clients“
Carsten Schlenzt,
Unit Manager Data Center Berlin,
]init[ AG

Inter.link Office Fiber
O ce Fiber allows us to deliver our IP-Access/Transit services
directly to an o ce or building. Inter.link takes care of providing
ber connectivity to the building, project management, and the
handover of services to the customer.

Unique Bene ts:
Inter.link o ers a high-quality, PanEuropean 100G/400G network with
good connectivity to carriers, content
providers, and internet exchanges.
Our network combines the best of both
worlds. A worldwide network to rival
most Tier 1 providers and hundreds of
Tier 2 peerings means no compromises
needed. Don’t believe us, try us
out for a trial and see for
yourself.
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In the case of FTTX (O ce, Building,
Campus) our short delivery time and
strong project coordination help us
stand out from the crowd.
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Product Portfolio

Project coordination

Competitive Pricing

Not on-net, don’t worry. Inter.link will
help to work with all the responsible
parties and acts as a single point of
contact to help make the process as
smooth as possible.

For on-net or near-net locations ( ber is
close-by), we o er attractive pricing
options and work closely with building
owners to ensure a simple and quick
connection. Fixed pricing is available
for larger campuses.

Lead Time
Connecting on-net (a building with an
existing Inter.link presence) is simple
and usually takes less than 48 hours
(excluding crossconnects and cabling).

Get connected!
You can order your O ce Fiber at
the buildings of our partners:

High Quality Connectivity

• Backfabrik,

We o er connectivity to a wide variety
of cloud-services, such as Google and
Microsoft. Plus, you can easily check
your connectivity options via our
Portal / API. We have between 1
Gbps to 100 Gbps bandwidth
available.

• Umspannwerk, and
• Box80

Pricing
O ce Fiber via 1 Gbps Port
Speed

Cost per month

O ce Fiber via 10 Gbps Port
Speed

Cost per month

100 Mbps

349 €

1 Gbps

1249 €

300 Mbps

499 €

10 Gbps

3499 €

600 Mbps

649 €

1 Gbps

949 €

Our peering partners

Additional IPv4 addresses
Speed

Cost per month

/29 corresponds to
8 IP addresses

40 €

/28 corresponds to
16 IP addresses

80 €

„We have had a very good business relationship for
many years. Since we started renting out our o ce
space in the Backfabrik in 2002, Inter.link, formerly
known as SysEleven has been on our side as a reliable
partner on all topics regarding internet connectivity for
our tenants.“
–R.E.M.M. - Backfabrik

Want to nd out more?
Reach out to us: sales@inter.link
Visit us on the web: Inter.link
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Or call us: +49.30.577 03 74–10

Product Portfolio

Inter.link Layer2 Transport
Layer2 Transport is a transparent Ethernet service between two of
Inter.link's points of presence. All services are delivered on 10GE or
100GE ports.

Our Layer2 transport products are
designed to o er maximum exibility,
redundancy, and transparency.
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Depending on your needs, Layer2
transport can be purchased on its own
or in combination with our other VLANbased products.

Bene ts
• Flexible billing & shorter terms are
available
• Link-Loss-Forwarding
• 802.1 ag Connectivity Fault
Management

We provide path-redundancy through
our Segment-Routing-based backbone
by default and at no extra cost.

• Full transparency e.g. for LACP

Our self-service portal allows you to
customize your services based on your
unique needs. Additionally, all routing
paths and pricing are fully-transparent
to allow you scale bandwidth quickly.

• Path-Protection / Redundancy by
default

• Jumbo-Frame-Support (MTU9000)

Point-to-Multipoint

Transport Protocols

This service is similar to Layer2
Transport but has multiple endpoints,
instead of two. It allows customers to
interconnect multiple locations in a
Layer2 cloud with the same Layer2
broadcast domain stretched over
multiple locations.

We believe in making the process as
transparent as possible, therefore use
the following EtherTypes & Standards:

Depending on the accessibility,
Inter.link can handover services in
either the data center or individual
o ces.

Our peering Partners

EtherType / Standard

Description

0x8809

LACP

0x88CC

LLDP

0x88E5

MACSec

0x88EE

E-LMI

0x8808

Ethernet Flow Control

LLC 254

ISO CLNS IS 847 (IS-IS)

802.1q-2014

Remote peering
Extend your reach by connecting to the
Internet Exchanges of our peering
partners. We work together with some
of the leading exchanges to get you
connected not only just in Europe but
around the world.
Getting connected can be handled
over a VLAN and provisioned through
our API or automated portal.

Want to nd out more?
Reach out to us: sales@inter.link
Visit us on the web: Inter.link
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Or call us: +49.30.577 03 74–10

Spanning Tree (STP)

Product Portfolio

Inter.link DDoS Protection
Detection and Mitigation

Unique Features:

DDoS attacks are the most relevant
attacks (by number, price, and
frequency) against IT infrastructure.

• Our pricing is not based on the
number of attacks or clean tra c
bandwidth.

In the past years volumetric attacks
have been growing from a few Gbps to
multiple Tbps. Additionally, targeted
and expensive application level attacks
are harder than ever to mitigate.

• We o er protection for everyone
from small users to large
enterprises.

DDoS detection and mitigation
products protect customers from these
threats by detecting, ltering, and
blocking malicious tra c.
We also o er express protection plans
which can be quickly implement to help
you get ahead of threats and add a
layer of protection to your
infrastructure.

• Integrated dashboard with
automated reports.
• 24/7 proactive mitigation in
German & English.
• We o er an attractive reseller/
partner model.
• Mitigated vectors:
• TCP SYN, SYN-ACK, PUSH, RST,
and FIN Flood.
• UDP, DNS, HTTP, and ICMP
Flood.
• Session and Fragmentation Attacks
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• Protocol Violations, Faulty
Applications

We use our own backbone and
multiple scrubbing centers to o er
protection for everything from the
smallest ISPs to large Enterprises.

Features

Basic

Plus

Premium

Enterprise

Layer3-4

Layer3-7

Layer3-7

Layer3-7

100 Gbps

1 Tbps

2 Tbps

5 Tbps

Scrubbing Capacity

None

100 Gbps

250 Gbps

500 Gbps

Scubbing Center

None

1 Region

2 Regions

3 Regions

2

4

10

20

1

2

10

25

Protection Layer
Max Attack Bandwidth

We don’t base our billing on “clean
tra c” or “number of attacks” which
you can’t predict or in uence. Instead
you only pay for the features that you
need. Additionally, our basic DDoS
protection is included in all IP-based
products for free.

Protected /24 & /48
Native IPv6 Support
Best Practice Filter

All of our tiers can be implemented in
less than 24 hours and will be included
in our automated service portal.
With Plus, Premium, and Enterprise
tiers, we’re able to provide both a
basic insurance-like option, as well as
met always-on Enterprise requirements.

Attack Alerting
Dashboard & Portal
GRE Tunnel Support
Custom Filter
White- & Blacklists
FlowSpec Routes
Pulling of Tra c
Enterprise Reports

Traffic

New York

Our Scrubbing centers are distributed globally. This way
we can clean up „evil network tra c“ globally without
adding unnecessary delays.

Evil Traffic
Traffic

clean
traffic

Frankfurt

Evil Traffic
Traffic
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New York

Singapore

Singapore

Evil Traffic
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Frankfurt

Customer

Evil Traffic
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Bene ts Across All Tiers

Our Partners
We’re proud to work together with our partners across
the network industry. Reach out, we’d love to add you
to the group.

Peering Partners

Memberships

Sponsoring

